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College and Reference Library Yearbook
   Number One, 1929
   Number Two (2 copies), 1930
   Number Three, 1931

ACRL Newsletters, bound volume
   Office of the Executive Secretary, January to December 1948
   Junior College Section, 1950-52
   Reference Librarians' Section
      1946-53
      1948-55
   Agricultural Libraries Section, 1949-50
   Engineering School Libraries Section, 1951-53
   Pure and Applied Science Section, 1951-53

ERIC Reports (microfilm)
   "Student and Faculty Survey" (ED 194-099), 1955
   "Academic Reference Collection Development" (ED 190 160), 1979

A Program for Grants to Assist College Libraries, 1955

Salary Structures of Librarians in Higher Education for the Academic Year 1975-76, 1976

Membership Promotional Brochures, 1960's-80's

Guide to Policy and Procedures, 1978-80

Travel Policies of Twenty-One College and University Libraries, 1980

Libraries and Accreditation in Institutes of Higher Education, 1981


Policy on Photocopying, Copyright Committee, 1982-83

Quantitative Criteria for Academic Research Libraries, 1984

Section Newsletter - Correspondence, 1985-1993

College Library Newsletters, Clip Note #13, 1988-1990

1991
   "Academic Libraries: A Source of National Strength"
   Atkins, Stephen E. The Academic Library in the American University
   Person, Ruth J., and Sharon J. Rogers, Recruiting the Academic Library Director

1993
   The FISCAL Directory of Fee-Based Research and Document Supply Services, 4th Ed.,
   Sacks, Patricia Ann, and Sara Lou Whildin, Preparing for Accreditation
   Dewey, Barbara I., and Sheila D. Creth, Team Power

1994
   Scherdin, Mary Jane, ed. Discovering Librarians: Profiles of a Profession
1997
Dittemore, Margaret R., and Fred J. Hay, Documenting Cultural Diversity in the Resurgent American South

1998
Gradowski, Gail, Loanne Snavely, and Paula Dempsey. Designs for Active Learning: A Sourcebook of Classroom Strategies for Information Education
Policy Perspective, March 1998, Vol.7, No. 4
A Progress Report on Information Literacy

1999
Libutti, Patricia O’Brien. Librarians as Learners, Librarians as Teachers: The Diffusion of Internet Expertise in the Academic Library
McNulty, Tom. Accessible Libraries on Campus
Academic Library Trends and Statistics: Associate of Arts Colleges
Academic Library Trends and Statistics: Doctoral-Granting Institutions, Master’s Colleges and Universities, Baccalaureate Colleges

2000
Raspa, Dick, and Dane Ward. The Collaborative Imperative: Librarians and Faculty Working Together in the Information Universe

2001
Crosbie, Michael J., and Damon D. Hickey, When Change is Set in Stone: An Analysis of Seven Academic Libraries
Edsall, Mary E., A Core Collection in Dance
Jamison, Martin, Title Index for the Directory of Unpublished Experimental Mental Measures, Vols. 1-7

2002
Kelly, Maurie Caitlin and Andrea Kross, ed. Making the Grade: Academic Libraries and Student Success
Rosedale, Jeff, Managing Electronic Reserves

2004
Libutti, Patricia O’Brien. Digital Resources and Libraries: Case Studies in Innovation, Invention, and Implementation

Brochures
It all comes together in ACRL, c. 1980
Energies for Transition, ACRL Fourth National Conference, 1986
Academic Libraries: Your Campus Information Service, c. 1988
“Your Old Books” by Peter Van Wingen, 1994
CREATE: New Systems of Scholarly Communications, 2000
ACRL: Your Educational Connection, c. 2003
A Student’s Guide to Evaluating Libraries in Colleges and Universities, c. 2003

Box 2:
2005
The Changing Academic Library: Operations, Culture, Environments, John M.
Budd, (ACRL Publications in Librarianship No. 56)  
Colleges, Code, and Copyright: The Impact of Digital Networks and Technological Controls on Copyright and the Dissemination of Information in Higher Education (ACRL Publications in Librarianship, No. 57)  

2009  
Somerville, Mary M., Working Together: Collaborative Information Practices for Organizational Learning  

2010  
Brown, Phillipa, and M. Sue Baughman, Conversations that Work: Conducting Performance Assessments  
Greene, Courtney, Missy Roser, and Elizabeth Ruane, The Anywhere in Library: A Primer for the Mobile Web  
Hollister, Christopher V., ed., Best Practices for Credit-Bearing Information Literacy Courses  
Kohrman, Rita, Curriculum Materials Collections and Centers: Legacies from the Past, Visions of the Future  
Mash, S. David, Decision-Making in the Absence of Certainty (ACRL Publications in Librarianship No. 63)  
Mestre, Lori, Librarians Serving Diverse Populations: Challenges and Opportunities  
Sittler, Ryan L., and Douglas Cook, ed., The Library Instruction Cookbook  
Stewart, Christopher, The Academic Library Building in the Digital Age: A Study of Construction, Planning, and Design of New Library Space  
Sullivan, Rebecca, compiled by, Web Research in Academic Libraries (Clip Note #41)  
Walter, Scott and Karen Williams, editors, The Expert Library: Sustaining, Staffing, and Advancing the Academic Library in the 21st Century  
Welburn, William C., Welburn, Janice, McNeil, Beth - editors  
Advocacy, Outreach and the Nation’s Academic Libraries: A Call for Action  
Wilkinson, Frances C., Lewis, Linda K., Dennis, Comprehensive Guide to Emergency: Preparedness and Disaster Recovery  

2011  
Dubicki, Eleonora, compiled by, Strategic Planning in College Libraries (Clip Note #43)  
Foster, Nancy Fried, Katie Clark, Kornelia Tancheva and Rebekah Kilzer, ed., Scholarly Practice, Participatory Design and the eXtensible Catalog  
Kvenild, Cassandra and Kajjsa Calkins, ed., Embedded Librarians: Moving Beyond One-Shot Instruction  
Puckett, Jason. Zotero: a guide for librarians, researchers and educators
Stepchyn, Vera and Robert S. Nelson, compiled by, *Library Plagiarism Policies* (Clip Note #37)

2012
Budd, John M. *The Changing Academic Library: Operations, Culture, Environments* (ACRL Publications in Librarianship No. 65)
Gibson, Craig and Daniel C. Mack, editors, *Interdisciplinarity & Academic Libraries* (ACRL Publications in Librarianship No. 66)
Hinchliffe, Lisa Janicke, and Melissa Autumn Wong, ed., *Environments for Student Growth and Development: Libraries and Student Affairs in Collaboration*
Mavrinnac, Mary Ann and Kim Stymest, *Pay it Forward: Mentoring New Information Professionals*
Mitchell, Eleanor, Peggy Seiden, and Suzy Taraba, ed., *Past for Portal? Enhancing Undergraduate Learning through Special Collections and Archives*
O’Clair, Katherine and Jeanne R. Davison, editors, *The Busy Librarian’s Guide to Information Literacy in Science and Engineering*
Wilkinson, Carroll Wetzel and Courtney Bruch, ed., *Transforming Information Literacy Programs: Intersecting Frontiers of Self, Library Culture, and Campus Community* (ACRLS Publications in Librarianship no. 64)
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Section Newsletter Archives, 2004-09
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Section Newsletters - History, 1986-1990
ISSN# for Newsletters, 1993-94, 2003
Section Newsletters Correspondence, 2009
Section Newsletter Archives, 2008-2011
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Box 4:
Guide to Policies and Procedures
1989
1990
1991
1992
1995
1996
1997

ACRL Update Newsletter, (2 folders), 2002-2008

1982
ACRL Continuing Education Program: CE 105, Time Management and Conducting Effective Meetings

2003
Mal for informationskompetens inom hogre utbildning: Oversattning av Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) standard Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education, (Swedish)

2012
Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles, 2007-2011, Edited by Rebecca Ann Bartlett

2013
Studying Students: A Second Look, Edited by Nancy Fried Foster
Designing Training, ACRL Active Guide, by Melanie Hawks

2014
Handbook of Academic Writing for Librarians, (revised edition) by Christopher V.
Hollister

<virtually embedded:> The Librarian in an Online Environment, Edited by Elizabeth Leonard and Erin McCaffrey
Putting the User First: 30 Strategies for Transforming Library Services, by Courtney Greene McDonald
The Librarian Stereotype: Deconstructing Perceptions & Presentations of Information Work, Edited by Nicole Pagowsky and Miriam Rigby

2016

Academic Library Trends and Statistics 2015, Compiled by Counting Opinions (SQUIRE) Ltd.
Critical Library Pedagogy Handbook
   Volume 1: Essays and Workbook Activities, Edited by Nicole Pagowsky and Kelly McElroy
   Volume 2: Lesson Plans, Edited by Nicole Pagowsky and Kelly McElroy
Rewired: Research-Writing Partnerships Within the Frameworks, Edited by Randall McClure
Collaborating for Impact: Special Collections and Liaison Librarian Partnerships, Edited by Kristen Totleben and Lori Birrell
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